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Biodiversity is of critical value to human societies, but recent evidence that biodiversity may mitigate infectious-disease risk has sparked controversy among
researchers. The majority of work on this topic has focused on direct assessments
of the relationship between biodiversity and endemic-pathogen prevalence,
without disentangling intervening mechanisms; thus study outcomes often
differ, fuelling more debate. Here, we suggest two critical changes to the
approach researchers take to understanding relationships between infectious disease, both endemic and emerging, and biodiversity that may help clarify sources
of controversy. First, the distinct concepts of hazards versus risks need to be separated to determine how biodiversity and its drivers may act differently on each.
This distinction is particularly important since it illustrates that disease emergence drivers in humans could be quite different to the general relationship
between biodiversity and transmission of endemic pathogens. Second, the interactive relationship among biodiversity, anthropogenic change and zoonotic
disease risk, including both direct and indirect effects, needs to be recognized
and accounted for. By carefully disentangling these interactions between
humans’ activities and pathogen circulation in wildlife, we suggest that conservation efforts could mitigate disease risks and hazards in novel ways that
complement more typical disease control efforts.
This article is part of the themed issue ‘Conservation, biodiversity and
infectious disease: scientific evidence and policy implications’.

1. Introduction
Disease outbreaks caused by emerging pathogens such as Influenza/A viruses,
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus, Middle East respiratory
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Around half of all known infectious agents of humans (and the
majority of EIDs) are carried by animals (i.e. are zoonoses), and
most emerging zoonoses originate in wildlife [18]. Moreover,
most EIDs infect multiple host species [8,19]. How then do
we predict the risk of disease emergence when the sources of
potential EIDs are so diverse? One key predictor of emergence
risk should be the hazard presented by the diversity of microparasites (e.g. viruses and bacteria) and macroparasites (e.g.
helminths and protozoa) that can be pathogenic to humans
[2]. Yet, there are few to no data on the hazard presented by
the broad diversity of potentially pathogenic organisms [20].
Instead, scientists have used available data on the biodiversity
of mammals or other vertebrates as predictors of the biodiversity of potential infectious agents [8,19], since the majority of
pathogens originate in wildlife. Thus, wildlife is often seen as
a natural reservoir for the hazard of infectious agents, but it
does not automatically follow that biodiversity hotspots (i.e.
geographical areas where wildlife biodiversity is high) are
necessarily disease emergence hotspots (i.e. geographical
areas where the risk of disease emergence is high) [8].
Indeed, biodiversity here relates only to the prediction of the
hazard, not the prediction of the risk.

3. Disease risk related to biodiversity
The process of emergence also involves other factors (e.g.
human presence and contact with disease reservoirs, highrisk behaviours, pathogen transmissibility) that can convert
a hazard into risk of pathogen emergence [1,21]. For many
zoonotic pathogens, contact with wildlife reservoirs and
vectors is a key risk [22,23]. This is in part because ‘hostjumping’—the process by which a pathogen infects a novel
host—among humans, domestic animals and wildlife is
more likely when human activities occur in or near wildlife
areas, creating opportunities for jumps to occur. For vectorborne diseases, this can include exposure to vectors that can
switch between wildlife and humans [24,25]. This includes
human activities such as wildlife trade and environmental
changes that may favour contacts between susceptible
humans and infectious agents and/or their hosts [1,26]. Without a greater understanding of the limits on host jumping,
and what makes some types of pathogens more or less
likely to jump, it is difficult to predict how any given
hazard may convert into a risk.
A beneficial role of biodiversity in limiting or preventing
outbreaks of disease has been observed at genetic and species
levels [27– 29]. In these studies, a reduction in species or
genotypic diversity, for instance, is typically correlated with
increases in pathogen prevalence in reservoir hosts or vectors.
An increasing number of studies also show correlations
between levels of species diversity, often measured as host
species richness, and a variety of metrics of zoonotic disease
occurrence in humans or zoonotic pathogen prevalence in
animals or vectors [6,29], with lower species diversity generally correlated with increased infection rates. This has been
shown, for example, for Lyme disease in the eastern USA
[30], West Nile virus infection [10], hantavirus disease [23],
Buruli ulcer [31], leptospirosis on Pacific Islands and other
diseases of humans, wildlife and plants [27,32]. These studies
suggest that biodiversity could be a factor in mitigating the
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2. Disease hazards related to biodiversity
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syndrome coronavirus, Nipah virus and Ebola viruses have
focused the attention of the media, the public and policymakers on the causes of disease emergence [1– 4]. Currently,
scientific studies consider (i) the role of anthropogenic
change, particularly land-use change, on disease emergence
[5] or (ii) how biodiversity affects the dynamics of endemic
wildlife zoonoses and spillover risk to humans [6,7]. However, no studies, to the best of our knowledge, try to link
the two ideas. This failure to recognize the entangled and
interactive relationships between biodiversity, anthropogenic
change, the circulation level of endemic pathogens and the
risk of disease emergence in humans has limited researchers’
ability to predict when and at what spatio-temporal scales the
emergence or outbreak of zoonotic diseases are most likely to
occur [6–8] (see glossary for a definition of terms).
For example, research on specific disease systems like
Lyme disease [9], West Nile virus [10] and a few others [11]
suggests that more diverse systems often have less pathogen
transmission, and thus present a lower hazard, or source of
harm to humans, even if the generality of this pattern is
still debated [12]. Alternatively, a series of large-scale analyses spanning multiple disease systems suggest that more
diverse systems pose a greater hazard [8,13]. However,
most of these studies tend to focus on biodiversity as an
explanatory variable without accounting for confounding
variables such as land-use change. At the extreme, this
leads to the short-sighted ideas that the most biodiverse systems will always pose the least risk in terms of disease
emergence, or that all risk of emerging disease can be eliminated if biodiversity is eliminated. These views do not
consider the links between biodiversity and processes that
convert hazards into risks—processes influenced strongly
by anthropogenic change.
In order to understand how drivers of disease emergence
(e.g. land-use change) and changes in biodiversity are inherently confounded, we need to consider separately how the
hazards and the risks of disease emergence relate to biodiversity. As in the field of quantitative risk analysis [14], a hazard
is a potential source of harm, while risk is the likelihood of
adverse events (e.g. disease outbreaks) caused by exposure
to a hazard (e.g. pathogen), potentially weighted by the
severity of the adverse event (e.g. expected number of
cases). Within this context, the term risk factor can be used
to describe those factors that either increase or decrease
risk. For example, in the case of Ebola virus disease, Ebola
viruses circulating in wildlife are the hazard, an outbreak in
the human population is the adverse event, and there are a
number of risk factors, bushmeat consumption, hunting in
the deep forest and quality of public health infrastructure,
that can affect the risk of an outbreak by influencing its
probability or severity [15].
To illustrate the different ways in which biodiversity
relates to disease emergence, we will review three main
issues: (i) how biodiversity relates to the hazard of emergence; (ii) how biodiversity relates to the risk of emergence;
and (iii) how the concurrent and confounding effects of
anthropogenic change, particularly land-use change, influence the relationship between biodiversity and disease
emergence (box 1 provides specific examples). Finally, we
explore the utility of developing management strategies
[16,17] aimed at mitigating the effects of anthropogenic
change to reduce the risk of disease emergence and conserve
biodiversity.
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Figure 1. Examples of the impacts of anthropogenic changes on risk and hazards. (Online version in colour.)
Buruli ulcer. Buruli ulcer is a devastating emerging disease of the skin caused by the aquatic environmentally persistent
pathogen Mycobacterium ulcerans. It mostly affects rural populations in the tropical world and notably the poorest ones of
Central and Western Africa. Geographical distribution of both the pathogen and disease cases has been recently associated
with aquatic ecosystems especially in areas with slow-flowing and stagnant waters including swamps and flat river floodplains. The distribution of Buruli ulcer is highly focal both at national and local scales, and disease risk increases with
human modifications of these natural ecosystems, such as for cultivation and floodplain forest clearing. As human encroachments and new settlements increase in many tropical areas (e.g. for dam construction, aquaculture and agriculture
production) human individuals and communities are now more exposed to this aquatic microbial hazard, which may benefit
from land-use changes and anthropization to flourish in aquatic ecosystems and exacerbate the risk of skin infection for the
most exposed and susceptible human individuals.
Nipah virus. Human Nipah virus infection was first recognized in reported cases with a mortality rate of near 40% in
peninsular Malaysia and Singapore in 1998 and 1999. Large fruit bats of the genus Pteropus appear to be the natural reservoir of Nipah virus, and the virus was isolated from urine or saliva specimens. Fruit bats commonly drop partially eaten
saliva-laden fruit contaminated with Nipah virus. Because intensive pig farming in Malaysia was combined with fruit orchards, this led to frequent exposure of pigs to Nipah virus. Unfortunately, pigs can transmit the virus to other pigs,
particularly efficiently under intensive farming practices, and transmit it to human farm workers, causing a prolonged outbreak. The outbreak led to a reduction in pig farming in Malaysia as well as adoption of risk reduction practices at the
remaining pig farms, including separating pigs from fruit trees on which bats could feed, and increases in biosecurity
practices.
Lyme disease in fragmented areas. Lyme disease, caused by Borrelia burdorferi and transmitted mostly between Ixodes
scapularis ticks and mammals, re-emerged in the northeastern USA several decades ago. While such re-emergence events
are multi-factorial, habitat alteration by human activities has been shown to dramatically increase the risk of transmission
through the change in host community composition. For instance, in suburban areas with low diversity, the key amplifying
reservoir is generally more abundant, thus these areas have the greatest hazard due to increased prevalence in nymphal ticks.
These areas also have the highest exposure to humans. Meanwhile, large forest tracts have more diversity, are less dominated
by the key amplifying reservoir, and also probably have less human exposure, thus having less risk. However, the densest
urban areas of the northeast USA may completely lack reservoir hosts, and have humans who have the least exposure to the
nymphal ticks, eliminating the hazard locally. This local elimination reduces risk but does not eliminate it, as people may
readily travel to areas where the hazard is present, thus risking exposure.
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Here, we define risk, hazard, vulnerability, severity and impact to humans from microbial hazards. Hazards are defined as
potential sources of harm from microbes, such as viruses, bacteria and other pathogens. Exposure represents the likelihood of
contact, including vector-borne transmission, between humans and the hazards, and vulnerability represents the possibility
given exposure that the microbial hazard can actually cause harm. Severity is a measure of actual harm done, such as DALY,
which includes human mortality and morbidity, and together these variables incorporate the impact of an outbreak. As there
is no suggested predictive relationship between biodiversity and severity, we limit our discussion to the distinction between
hazard and risk (figure 1).
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Box 1. Relationship between microbial hazard, human exposure, vulnerability and disease severity.
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4. Concurrent human impacts on biodiversity
and disease
From the Hendra virus example, we see that anthropogenic
impacts are an important driver of disease emergence, which
can alter and interact with biodiversity. Human impacts, particularly land-use change, are cited as both a driver of disease
emergence and a driver of biodiversity loss [2,28,36–39]. Thus,
human impacts have the potential to alter the hazards and
risks of disease emergence at the same time as they alter biodiversity, independent of any particular association between
biodiversity and infectious disease.
For example, anthropogenic land-use changes cause habitat
destruction, fragmentation, local species extinction and habitat
homogenization. All of these effects, in turn, contribute to the
loss of biodiversity. These human-induced changes also
impact disease because homogenization of ecosystems and
landscapes may increase similarity among ecological communities favouring generalist host species over habitat and
dietary specialists [24,36,40–43]. While habitat fragmentation
can disrupt connectivity and gene flow between host populations leading to declines in disease resistance [39], land-use
change can also introduce human-associated invasive species
(rats, cats, pigs, etc.), altering the ecological community and
diversity in ways that affect the pathogen community
[36,38,44,45]. Therefore, these human-associated species can
act as bridge hosts, increasing zoonotic transmission via contacts
with both humans and wildlife. Human-associated species may
also act as amplifying hosts, increasing pathogen prevalence
[46]. Importantly, humans directly involved in land-use
change activities (e.g. deforestation, dam construction, agriculture and mining) generally have higher contact with wildlife
and often engage in behaviours that increase their risk of
exposure to zoonotic diseases [1,2,25,47–49]. Thus, anthropogenic activities can act as a potent force shaping the ecological
dynamics and diversity of both hosts and pathogens.
To reduce the risk of disease emergence using ecological
knowledge, we need to understand how land-use change and
other anthropogenic impacts, including biodiversity loss,
relate to the risks and hazards of disease emergence. Bushmeat
hunting, for example, is a major cause of biodiversity loss [50],
and has been directly linked to the emergence of infectious diseases, notably AIDS [51,52] and Ebola virus disease [15]. Thus,
the process of anthropogenic loss of biodiversity can increase
the risk of emergence of novel infectious diseases for reasons
that are more directly related to processes that reduce biodiversity (e.g. bushmeat hunting), rather than the numerical or
compositional value of biodiversity per se. Further, if areas
with high reservoir host diversity support a higher diversity
of pathogens, the process of anthropogenic reduction of biodiversity in areas of high biodiversity could lead to a greater
risk of EIDs than similar disturbance in areas of low biodiversity
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risk of disease spillover, by reducing the transmission of zoonotic pathogens in their natural reservoirs, and subsequently
to humans.
In summary, greater biodiversity is expected to increase
the hazard of emerging infectious diseases, because host
diversity (e.g. mammalian diversity) is correlated with pathogen diversity, which is often assumed to predict hazard [8]
(see figure 1 in box 1). Yet this relationship is sufficiently
indirect and it should not be expected that it would be predictive of disease risk at all scales or in all systems [6].
Paradoxically, greater host biodiversity may decrease risk of
zoonotic pathogen spillover (for both emerging and established zoonoses) by reducing the prevalence of pathogens
among a diversity of host species; and yet this effect may
also be inconsistent [12,28,29]. Finally, because human
activity often decreases biodiversity, areas with high diversity
often are areas with lower human presence, and thus are at
lower risk due to lower human exposure to novel pathogenic
hazards. If human activity increases—increasing exposure—
humans in these areas may experience higher risk due to
the high hazards present. This risk could also be increased
further by disruption of local ecosystems and reduction of
local biodiversity [1,2]. Thus, we have paradoxical effects of
biodiversity on disease risk because it has different effects
on the risk and the hazards, and these effects are not
always consistent (see box 1).
As an example, bats are considered to harbour a high
diversity of pathogens, particularly viruses [33,34]. This
would suggest that the diversity of bats is a key to understanding the diversity of hazardous viruses [2]. However, in
the best-studied cases of disease emergence and spillover
from bats, anthropogenic factors have been critical to their
emergence in human and livestock populations [5,15,35].
The case of Hendra virus is particularly illustrative, because
the anthropogenic impacts include not only reductions of
native biodiversity (e.g. native fruit trees with geographically
different seasonal availability requiring bat migration), but
also introductions of non-native species (e.g. irrigated suburban fruit trees, which allow bats to cease migratory habits)
and changes in reservoir host population demography and
behaviour, which seem to have increased the prevalence
of Hendra virus infection in the bat reservoir [2,5]. Thus,
Hendra virus seems to be an example where the predisturbance system would have had a pathogen hazard
(Hendra virus), at low prevalence in a naturally highly
diverse ecosystem. Yet anthropogenic impacts increased the
risk by reducing local diversity, altering the dynamics of
the pathogen to increase its prevalence in bats, and increasing
contact among humans, livestock and bats. Thus, while the
hazard of these viruses has probably always been present
in Australasia, anthropogenic impacts, including (but not
limited to) biodiversity loss, have increased risks to humans.

4
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Ebola viruses. Ebola virus disease outbreaks often occur in areas where humans rely in part on bushmeat hunting for
animal protein, either due to culinary preferences or to lack of alternative sources of protein. Even if the bushmeat is
hunted with intent to trade to urban areas, the actual hunting often occurs where fairly dense human populations are in
proximity to areas of high diversity. However, the very act of bushmeat hunting often reduces the biodiversity of these
same areas. The risks are further exacerbated because populations that rely on bushmeat hunting are often economically insecure in areas that have frequent political instability and thus less developed healthcare infrastructure and less trust of these
resources. Thus, highly vulnerable populations with high exposure are exposed to a very harmful hazard.
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Human efforts to minimize biodiversity loss could also reduce
disease risk, mostly by reducing contact between humans and
wildlife and limiting introduction of exotic species, even if
these efforts maintain areas of biodiversity of pathogen
hazards. Despite the fact that we do not fully understand biodiversity vis-a-vis disease risk in the absence of human impact,
anthropogenic changes that reduce biodiversity can increase
the risk of disease, either directly or indirectly. We can increase
the likelihood that both goals—disease risk reduction and biodiversity conservation—are met if we explicitly address both
goals, and measure outcomes of management strategies for
both issues. Although understanding the role of biodiversity
is important in understanding the risk of disease emergence,
more research is needed on how to manage ecosystems to mitigate disease emergence and outbreaks while ensuring other
ecosystem functions and services [59].
In this context, deciphering the concept of hazards and
risks could shed a new light on the possible best-management
options. Given anthropogenic changes, how do we best
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5. Conclusion

manage the impacts on biodiversity to reduce the risk of disease emergence? Are particular areas or ecosystems more
likely to have greater pathogen hazards, and thus be more
likely to generate risk of disease emergence in response to
human modification? Are certain anthropogenic impacts
more likely to convert hazards into risks for humans and
other species? To limit risk, is it better to intensively change
a small area in a concentrated way, or to distribute the
impact more broadly? Although there are examples where
research addresses these issues, typically they are not presented under a management strategies framework [5]. Most
studies of ecological disease dynamics, spillover and emergence have been post hoc analyses. In specific cases, it would
be useful to develop ecological management strategies to
reduce risk, protect biodiversity and maintain ecosystem services. However, this should involve monitoring of changes
in land-use planning and review of a plan’s successes and failures over time. These reviews can then be used to adapt a
management strategy to maximize its success.
In order to use ecological knowledge to reduce the risk of
environmentally acquired pathogens and zoonotic diseases, particularly EIDs, we need to focus research on two complementary
dimensions of disease dynamics simultaneously. First, we must
continue to study the diversity of microbes and parasites,
particularly potential pathogens, their vectors, hosts and nonhosts, and their inter- and intra-specific relationships. Second,
we must understand how anthropogenic impacts alter ecological
processes and convert microbial hazards in naturally occurring
pathogen diversity into risks to the health of humans and other
species [60]. Given that human impacts will continue, we need
to strengthen research on using our understanding of ecological
process to limit and mitigate the effects of anthropogenic
impacts. Thus, we recommend that disease ecology incorporate
more diverse approaches that embrace the confounded nature
of the drivers of disease spillover and biodiversity loss, including
more applied approaches that focus on restoration of ecosystem
function and mitigation of impacts. While biodiversity itself may
alter the hazards and risks of disease spillover and emergence,
the drivers of biodiversity loss may also be drivers of disease spillover and emergence independently [36,61]. Therefore, we need
to conduct research on management strategies in addition to
abstract questions. Research on these management strategies
will greatly benefit from using co-designed (and co-produced)
research involving researchers in both health (medical and veterinary) and ecology disciplines as well as practitioners in ecology,
conservation, land-use planning, public health and veterinary
sciences in reducing the risk of disease emergence.
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(lower hazards with lower initial biodiversity, but similar risk
processes). The area with high initial biodiversity would have
more pathogen hazards than the area with lower initial biodiversity, but the risk factors involved with anthropogenic
change would be similar, even if these activities reduced biodiversity to similar levels. Yet if the high-biodiversity area is
left intact, it may present less risk, despite higher pathogen
hazards, because the risk factors would be kept low.
However, the relationship between biodiversity protection
and disease risk is not always simple either [53,54]. For example,
conservation corridors, which can increase movement between
patches in a metapopulation, can increase the population of an
endangered species and increase the spread of disease throughout the metapopulation. McCallum & Dobson [55] showed that
some movement rates decrease an endangered species population size, by enabling the spread of a pathogen. Yet other
movement rates can maximize the endangered species population size, and minimize pathogen spread. Likewise,
Köndgen et al. [56] demonstrated that ecotourism can help prevent poaching, protecting wildlife on one hand, but increasing
the risk of reverse zoonotic spillover from humans to apes on
the other. Yet we can still develop epidemiological models
based on our ecological understanding of these systems to
minimize risk, even if the relationship is nonlinear.
More could be done to understand how to balance and combine the goals of conserving diversity and reducing risk from
emerging infectious diseases, and zoonotic diseases, more generally. To this extent, McCarthy et al. [57] used reserve design and
cost allocation methods to balance direct costs and benefits of
conservation programmes. Their methods suggest ways to
more productively allocate resources for conservation of biodiversity hotspots combined with efficient surveillance for
influenza in Thailand. While some biologists are working with
land-use planners locally to try and incorporate knowledge of
disease risk into land-use planning, and the US Environmental
Protection Agency [58] has sponsored regional meetings to
encourage such activities, we could also use outcomes of experimental and theoretical work to understand how ecological
knowledge about disease spillover and risk can be used to
minimize and mitigate risks.
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